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ADAPTIVE MESSAGE ROUTING FOR 
MOBILEAD HOCNETWORKS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 This invention is a directed to a message routing 
protocol for a mobile ad hoc network (MANET). 
0003 2. Discussion of the Known Art 
0004 Mobile ad hoc networks or MANETs are self con 
figuring networks in which a number of mobile nodes may 
interconnect with one another via wireless links. The loca 
tions of the nodes with respect to one another, i.e., the topol 
ogy of the network, may therefore change rapidly particularly 
when such networks are deployed in emergency situations or 
in military operations. Early implementations of MANETs 
were referred to as “packet radio networks. Today, for 
example, the so-called “Wi-Fi' wireless protocol specified by 
IEEE 802.11x also includes an ad-hoc mode that enables 
message traffic to be handled among a local “cloud of wire 
less devices (e.g., Wi-Fi equipped laptops) in the absence of a 
wired infrastructure. 
0005. In a military joint airborne environment, efficient 
networking requires operational flexibility with ad-hoc man 
agement of networking resources. It is also important to 
maintain low overhead so that bandwidth remains available 
for communication among users. Network users may also 
require end-to-end quality-of-service (QoS) Support to man 
age latency, stability, and response time. Other desirable ser 
vice (QoS) support to manage latency, stability, and response 
time. Other desirable operational requirements may include 
security, adaptability, interoperability, speedy join time, and 
rapid network formation. 
0006 Request for Comment (RFC) No. 3626 (October 
2003) discloses a so-called Optimized Link State Routing 
(OLSR) protocol for mobile adhoc networks. A given node in 
the network selects a Subset of neighboring nodes each of 
which is within hearing distance (one hop) from the given 
node. The nodes of this subset are referred to as multipoint 
relays (MPRs), and are situated so that when they retransmit 
a message broadcast by the given node, the message will be 
received by all nodes that are two hops away from the given 
node. Neighbors of the given node that are not in its MPR set 
do not forward messages received from the given node, how 
ever. Although the MPRs may help to reduce redundant 
retransmissions of network updates, a fast changing topology 
is likely to trigger an excessive number of updates and thus 
propagate increased control overhead throughout the net 
work. See also US Patent Application Publication 2002/ 
0145978 (Oct. 10, 2002) which discloses a routing protocol 
for mobile networks, including the discovery of a route to a 
destination node that is beyond two hops from a source node 
wanting to send a message. 
0007. An Internet Draft entitled “The Zone Routing Pro 
tocol (ZRP) for Ad Hoc Networks” (July 2002) discloses a 
hybrid protocol having both proactive and reactive compo 
nents. It is suggested in an implementation of ZRP that OLSR 
be used for proactive routing, and that Ad-Hoc On-Demand 
Distance Vector Routing (AODV) be used for reactive rout 
ing. Like OLSR, ZRP is not readily adaptable to rapid 
changes in network topology, however. 
0008 U.S. Pat. No. 5,652,751 (Jul. 29, 1997) discloses an 
architecture for mobile radio networks with dynamically 
changing topology. A network is partitioned into physical 
subnets each of which includes a number of nodes in close 
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proximity to one another. Each node in a physical Subnet is 
affiliated with a corresponding node in each of the other 
physical Subnets, thus defining a number of virtual Subnets. A 
message is routed from a source node to a remote destination 
node in the network, by forwarding the message through 
nodes that are members of the same physical Subnet during a 
first phase of two alternating transmission phases, and 
through nodes that are members of the same virtual subnet 
during the second transmission phase. Although the patent 
contemplates network routing in a fast changing topology, it 
requires complex address management, physical partition of 
Subnets, and hardware/spectrum changes. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. According to the invention, a method of routing 
messages in a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) includes 
forming logical domains in the network by exchanging first 
topology update (TU1) messages within groups of neighbor 
ing nodes, and identifying in the TU1 message the node 
sending the TU1 message and a node coverage the sending 
node identifying certain nodes within a one hop range of the 
sending node. 
0010. The method further includes designating a domain 
lead (DL) node as the node having an optimum node coverage 
among the nodes of each group, defining a domain as con 
taining all nodes within a one hop range of the DL node, and 
selecting, for each node of the domain including the DL node, 
a number of bridge nodes (BNs) for linking a given domain 
node to nodes in corresponding neighboring domains. 
Domain topology update (TUd) messages are exchanged 
among the DL nodes in the network, wherein the TUd mes 
sages identify those nodes contained in the domain of each 
DL node originating a TUd message. 
0011 For a better understanding of the invention, refer 
ence is made to the following description taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawing and the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

0012. In the drawing: 
0013 FIG. 1 is one example of a network stack implemen 
tation at a network node for carrying out the inventive routing 
protocol in a mobile ad hoc network (MANET); 
0014 FIG. 2 is a state machine diagram of the inventive 
protocol; 
0015 FIG. 3 depicts two mobile nodes approaching one 
another while in a "Zombie' state; 
0016 FIG. 4 shows the nodes in FIG.3 assuming a “free” 
State; 
(0017 FIG. 5 is one example of a hop one (H1) table as 
configured at a given node, 
0018 FIG. 6 is one example of a hop two (H2) table as 
configured at a given node, 
0019 FIG. 7 represents a selection of a two hop route over 
a one hop route of lesser quality, per the inventive protocol; 
0020 FIG. 8 is one example of a hop k (Hk) table as 
configured at a given node, 
0021 FIG. 9 shows one example of the format of a topol 
ogy update one (TU1) message according to the inventive 
protocol; 
0022 FIG. 10 shows one example of the format of a topol 
ogy update domain (TUd) message according to the inventive 
protocol; 
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0023 FIG. 11 illustrates the forwarding of a TUd message 
from a domain lead (DL) node through a selected set of bridge 
nodes according to the inventive protocol; 
0024 FIG. 12 shows a mobile node entering a network at 
power on; 
0025 FIGS. 13(a) to 13(d) show changes in the state of a 
node entering a network under the inventive protocol; 
0026 FIGS. 14 and 15 illustrate the formation of a domain 
according to the inventive protocol; 
0027 FIG. 16 illustrates a scenario of an announcement 
message from a new domain lead node with a corresponding 
renouncement message from a former domain lead node: 
0028 FIG. 17 shows a scenario of a domain node selecting 
a primary domain lead node and a secondary domain lead 
node: 
0029 FIG. 18 depicts the selection of a set of bridge nodes 
by a domain lead node: 
0030 FIG. 19 shows one example of the format of a route 
discovery (RDisc) message according to the inventive proto 
col; 
0031 FIG. 20 shows a route discovery scenario: 
0032 FIG. 21 shows one example of the format of a route 
resolution (RRes) message according to the inventive proto 
col; 
0033 FIG. 22 illustrates a route resolution scenario: 
0034 FIG. 23 illustrates a selection by an intermediate 
node of an alternate route to a destination node: 
0035 FIGS. 24(a) to 24(c) depict shrinking of the size of 
a given domain and the formation of new domains according 
to an adaptive power control feature of the inventive protocol; 
and 
0036 FIG. 25 is a plot showing network control overhead 
with respect to domain size. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0037. The present invention concerns a network message 
routing protocol for use in mobile ad hoc networks (MA 
NETs), especially MANETs deployed in tactical environ 
ments wherein the node topology of the network may change 
rapidly. Referred to herein as adaptive hybrid domain routing 
(AHDR), the protocol combines proactive and reactive com 
ponents in Such a manner that each node entering the network 
can readily obtain a current optimal route for messages des 
tined to any other node in the network. 
0038 Basically, AHDR operates by forming a number of 
network domains each of which contains at least two nodes 
including a designated domain lead (DL) node. The nodes in 
each domain proactively exchange local routing information 
with one another at regular intervals. In addition, all DL nodes 
in the network inform one another periodically of the node 
topology in their respective domains. The rates at which the 
topology information is exchanged may also vary in order to 
minimize network control overhead while sufficiently updat 
ing the routing information available at each node. 
0039 Each node in a given domain selects a set of bridge 
nodes to provide the former with optimal coverage of nodes in 
neighboring domains. The reactive component of the proto 
col then allows a domain node to acquire unknown routing 
information on demand, for example, a route to another node 
that recently entered a remote part of the network and whose 
routing information has not yet propagated to the domain 
node's own domain. The bridge nodes link the domain node 
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with nodes in other domains to obtain the desired routing 
information without significantly increasing the level of net 
work control traffic. 
0040 AHDR may also operate to control the transmission 
power of each node and thus expand or reduce the one hop 
coverage of the node so as to adapt to certain network condi 
tions. Because network control overhead as a percent of total 
available bandwidth depends on the number of nodes in each 
domain, such power control serves to manage domain mem 
bership and to reduce overhead. AHDR also supports a 
receive only (RO) mode of operation. 
0041. The following definitions apply to terms used herein 
to describe the inventive AHDR protocol. 

Hop 1 (H1) Table: 
0042 A routing table configured at a given node and con 
taining hop 1 information. Includes identifications (IDs) of all 
neighbor nodes within one hop (i.e., hearing distance) from 
the given node. 

Hop 2 (H2), Table: 
0043. A routing table configured at a given node and con 
taining hop 2 information. Includes IDs of all nodes that can 
be reached with 2 hops. This table also contains the address of 
a 1 hop neighbor through which the 2 hop node can be 
reached. 

Hop K (Hk) Table: 
0044. A routing table configured at a given node that con 
tains hop k>2 information, i.e., the IDs of nodes known to be 
beyond a range of 2 hops from the given node. The Hk table 
also contains the address of a 1 hop neighbor with which the 
given node can link to reach the distant node. 

Topology Update 0 (TU0): 

0045 
node. 

A message containing the ID of the originating 

Topology Update 1 (TU1): 

0046. A message containing the ID of the originating 
node, the ID's of all 1 hop nodes entered in the H1 table of the 
originating node, and the ID (if available) of the domain lead 
(DL) node of the originating node's domain. 

Link State Level (LSL): 
0047. A rating of, e.g., Zero to 15 representing the quality 
of a transmission link for a given entry in a node's H1 or H2 
table. LSL may be determined from Link Quality and Link 
Congestion, defined further below. 

Zombie Node: 

0048. An isolated node out of range of any other node (i.e., 
a Zombie node has no entries in its H1 table). A Zombie node 
may broadcast a TU0 message periodically at intervals of T. 
Free Node: 

0049. A node that detects messages originating from a 
neighboring node(s), but does not yet belong to a domain. A 
free node does not detect a domain lead (DL) node (see 
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below) within a 1 hop range. A free node may broadcast a TU1 
message periodically every T. 

Domain Lead (DL) Node: 
0050. A node having the most coverage of its 1 hop neigh 
bor nodes. The DL node may send a TU1 message every 2T 
and exchange network topology information with DL nodes 
of other domains in the form of topology update domain 
(TUd) messages. A node announces its DL status via a 
domain lead announcement (DLA) message to its neighbors. 
The former DL node renounces its DL status by broadcasting 
a domain lead renouncement (DLR) message to its neighbors. 

Domain Node: 

0051. A node that is a member of a domain with at least 
one DL node within 1 hop range of itself. A domain node may 
broadcast a TU1 message every 2T and is able to issue Route 
Discovery (RDisc) messages and receive Route Resolution 
(RRes) messages as defined below. 

Domain: 

0052. The region surrounding a DL node and containing 
all domain nodes within 1 hop distance from the DL node. 
That is, a DL node can reach all nodes contained within its 
domain via 1 hop, and Vice versa. 

Bridge Node: 
0053 A node belonging to a set of one or more nodes that 
are selected by a domain node (including a DL node). A 
bridge node acts to “bridge' a domain node that selected it 
with nodes in other domains of the network. Bridge nodes are 
selected Strategically to maximize a domain node's ability to 
reach nodes in the other domains with minimal control over 
head. 

Link Node: 

0054 An intermediate node which is the next hop from a 
node that is originating or forwarding a message along a route 
to another node in the network. 

Topology Update Domain (TUd): 
0055. A message exchanged among DL nodes throughout 
the network to disseminate information concerning nodes 
contained in the DL nodes respective domains. 

Route Discovery (RDisc): 
0056. A message transmitted by a domain node wishing to 
obtain a route to a desired destination node. 

Route Resolution (RRes): 
0057. A message addressed to a domain node after a route 
to the desired destination node is resolved, in response to a 
RDisc Message from the domain node. 

Network Entry: 
0.058 An event that occurs once a node obtains informa 
tion concerning neighboring nodes, and is able to reach all 
other nodes in the network on demand, i.e., the entering node 
has identified a DL node within 1 hop. 
0059 FIG. 1 is an example of a network stack implemen 
tation at a network node for implementing AHDR according 
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to the invention. FIG. 2 is a state machine diagram showing 
four normal states of a network whose nodes operate under 
the AHDR protocol, as described below. 
0060 A mobile node may gather link quality, link traffic 
congestion and logical connection information from lower 
layers of the network. For example, in the stack implementa 
tion in FIG. 1, a cross layer module (CLM) may derive an 
Internet protocol (IP) address from a medium access control 
(MAC) address, and assign the IP address to the node's net 
work interface during initialization. The CLM module may 
be configured in a known manner to implement an IP to MAC 
address resolution for each outbound message from the 
mobile node. When the node enters or exits the network, the 
lower layers are notified by the CLM either to replace a 
specific target node, or to delete a specific target node as well 
as an associated message. Other possible implementations 
would be apparent to those skilled in the art based on the 
present disclosure. 
0061 Neighbor Detection and Network Formation (FIGS. 
3 and 4) 
0062. At initialization, each of nodes N1 and N2 in FIG.3 
assumes a "Zombie' State and remains in that state until one or 
more valid entries are entered in their local routing tables. For 
purposes of illustration, the transmission and reception cov 
erage of either node is represented by a circle drawn around 
the node. It will be understood that a node's coverage may 
actually extend over a defined Volume of space as in an 
airborne wireless ad hoc network. 

0063. While in the Zombie state, each node broadcasts 
Topology Update Zero (TUO) messages at a rate of Tfwherein 
Tf is a unit of time, e.g., one second. The TUO messages are 
broadcast until the Zombie node detects a neighboring node. 
The neighbor node may be another Zombie node which is also 
broadcasting a TU0 message, a free node, or a domain node 
broadcasting Topology Update One (TU1) messages. Upon 
detecting the neighbor node's message, the Zombie node 
records the neighbor node's ID or address in its Hop 1 (H1) 
table, as shown in FIG. 4. The entries may also include an 
associated Link State Level (LSL) for the recorded node. 
When a Zombie node's H1 table is no longer empty but lacks 
an address of a domain lead node, the Zombie node attains the 
status of a “free' node and starts broadcasting TU1 messages 
that include the identities of its hop. 1 neighbors. The TU1 
messages may also be broadcast periodically at intervals of 
T. 
0064. Further details of the proactive routing tables at each 
of the nodes are set out below. 

Hop One (H1) Table (FIG. 5) 

0065. A node's H1 table is populated and updated each 
time the node receives a TU0 or a TU1 message from a 
neighboring node. The H1 table contains entries for each 
neighbor node within one hop range or distance. Each entry 
has, e.g., six fields, namely: NodeID, Link State Level (LSL). 
Node Coverage (NC), Domain Lead (DL), Neighboring 
Domain Coverage (NDC) and Timer. In FIG. 5; 

(0.066 Node ID: The source ID (SID) of the node send 
ing the TUO or the TU1 message. 

0067. LSL: A measure of the link condition between the 
local node and the node ID, and vice versa. Bi-direc 
tional values are represented in FIG. 5. 

0068 NC: The node coverage of the sending node. 
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0069. NDC: The sending node's Neighboring Domain 
Coverage of a certain domain. 

Link State Level (LSL) 
0070. The LSL for a one hop (H1) neighbor node may be 
measured and assigned by the network's MAC layer when the 
local node receives a TU1 message from the H1 node. The 
LSL may be defined by two factors; namely, a Link Quality 
Indicator (LQI) and a Link Congestion Indicator (LCI). Each 
factor may have, e.g., four levels; the higher the level, the 
better the transmission condition. 

0071 LQI may be calculated from, e.g., bit error rate, 
packet error rate, erasures count, acknowledged frames, and 
CRC error count. LCI may be calculated from, e.g., bits-per 
second, packets-per-second, bit count, and packet count. 
0072 The overall LSL may then be represented at, for 
example, 16 levels as shown below: 

LCI 

LQI L4 (3) L3 (2) L2 (1) L1 (O) 

L4 (3) 15 13 10 6 
L3 (2) 14 11 7 3 
L2 (1) 12 8 4 1 
L1 (O) 9 5 2 O 

Timer 

0073 Timer is used for counting a number of remaining 
time periods or intervals during which a given H1 table entry 
will be considered valid. For example, a counter may be 
initially set to four counts. An event may be declared non 
responsive when, for example, a TU1 message is not received 
when expected from a neighbor node during a 2 Tfinterval, or 
a requested retransmission of a packet to the neighbor node 
fails. The counteris decremented by one for each non-respon 
sive event. When the counter reaches zero, the corresponding 
node is removed from the local node's H1 table. 

0074 The counter may be reset to “4” upon each suc 
cessful reception of a TU1 message from the neighbor 
node, or data transmission to the node. 

0075. Before deleting a neighbor node entry from a 
local node's H1 table, two conditions should be satisfied, 
namely: 

0076 Check the local H2 and Hk tables to determine if 
the neighbor node is entered in either table as a link to 
another node. If so, delete those entries as well. 

0077. Determine if the node associated with the non 
responsive event can be added to the local node's H2 
table. That is, attempt to establish a link node to the 
non-responsive node. 

Hop Two (H2) Table (FIG. 6) 

0078. A node configures its H2 table from TU1 messages 
it receives containing H1 neighbor information for each send 
ing node. The H1 data in the received TU1 messages, and the 
data in the receiving node's own H1 table, may overlap. 
Duplicate entries are disregarded but new entries may be 
inserted in the receiving node's H2 table. The H2 table may 
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then have multiple entries for a single node ID. Each entry 
may have four fields, namely, NodeID, Link NodeID, LSL 
and Timer. 
0079. In FIG. 6: 
Node ID: The ID of a H2 node as determined from a TU1 
message received from a hop. 1 neighbor. 

0080. The H2 node ID must not be in the H1 table of the 
receiving node, unless the LSL for the H2 node is below 
a certain threshold. The H2 node may then reside in both 
of the receiving node's H1 and H2 tables. 

Link NodeID: The ID of the hop 1 neighbor that sent the TU1 
message. 

0081. The Link Node ID must be in the H1 table of the 
given node. 

I0082. As mentioned, a given node may be entered in both 
of the H1 and the H2 tables of another node. For example, in 
FIG. 7, if an existing link between 1 hop neighbors (N-N) is 
relatively poor compared to a possible 2 hop link to the same 
neighbor (N-N-N), AHDR will route non-time critical 
packets over the longer (two hop) route rather than the shorter 
route having a lesser link quality. 

Hop KTable (FIG. 8) 
I0083. When a node wants to send a message to a destina 
tion node whose address is not contained in either one of the 
sending node's H1 or H2 tables, the sending node checks its 
Hk Table. The Hk Table contains hop k>2 information, and 
has a format similar to the H2 table. In FIG. 8: 

I0084. NodeID: Hopkd2 nodeID as determined from a 
received TUd message or RRes message 

0085 Link Node ID: A H1 node with which the local 
node can link to reach the Node ID 

0086 LP: Link Performance between the local node 
and the Hopki>2 node. 

I0087 HopCnt: Hop count 
I0088. The Hk table of a node is configured and updated 
with each Route Resolution (RRes) message the node 
receives. If the RRes message was sent from the DL node of 
the receiving node's domain, the message may identify up to, 
e.g., three nodes with which the receiving node may link to 
reach the desired destination node. 
I0089. Further details of the TU0, TU1 and TUd messages 
are given below. 

Topology Update Zero (TUO) Message 

0090 A TU0 message is transmitted by a Zombie node 
during network entry, and continues as long as the node does 
not detect messages from neighboring nodes. Thus, each TU0 
message includes only the ID of the entering node. The format 
and content of a TU0 message may be as given below: 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

1 Type Length 
2 State SID 

3 CRC 

(0.091 Type: Message Type 
0092 Length: Byte count of entire message 
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0093 State: State of the node 
0094 SID: ID of the source node 
0.095 CRC: Cyclic redundancy check result of logi 
cal exclusive OR (XOR) operation on all words except 
Self 

Topology Update One (TU1) Message 

0096 TU1 messages are transmitted by free nodes and by 
domain nodes in order to exchange their one hop neighbor 
information as entered in their routing tables. Each message 
includes the ID of the sending node, the IDs of its 1 hop 
neighbors, and the ID of the sending node's domain lead node 
(if available). 
0097. A typical TU1 message format is shown in FIG.9. In 
the figure; 
0098 NC: Node Coverage 
0099 m and n make up the fifth word. 

0100 m-number of H1N hop. 1 node IDs in the mes 
Sage 

01.01 
Sage 

0102) Each H1N (k=1, m) word contains 2 sub fields. 
(0103 H1N hop. 1 node ID 
0104 LSL Link State Level from SID to H1Nk as 
measured, e.g., by the MAC layer of the sending node. 

n number of DL Domain Lead IDs in the mes 

0105. Each DL (k=1, n) word contains 2 sub fields. 
0106 DL is the Domain Lead ID 
0107 LSL Link State Level from SID to DL. May 
be measured by the MAC layer, as above. 

0108 CRC Cyclic redundancy check 

Topology Update Domain (TUd) Message (FIG. 10) 

0109 The periodic exchange of the TUd messages pro 
vides network topology information to all domain lead nodes 
in the network on an inter-domain level. Each DL node thus 
“represents' all of the domain nodes that selected it. To limit 
network control overhead, inter-domain TUd message 
updates may contain only those H1 neighbors that selected 
the source DL node as their primary DL node. This may avoid 
multiple TUd message entries for a single node in overlap 
ping domains. 
0110. Each DL node multicasts its TUd messages to the 
DL node's selected bridge nodes (BNs) at intervals of for 
example, every 10 Tf. See FIG. 11. Upon receiving a TUd 
message, each bridge node forwards the message to all DL 
nodes (if any) entered in the BN’s H1 table, as well as to all of 
the BN's own selected bridge nodes. The IDs of the DL nodes 
associated with the BNs are included in the TUd message at 
each hop to enable loop free message propagation. That is, 
once the ID of a DL node is appended to a TUd message, the 
domain associated with the identified DL node is considered 
a “covered” domain. Each BN may then check the list of 
covered domains, and refrain from multicasting the received 
TUd message into the covered domains. A propagation can 
cellation counter may also be provided Such that after a mes 
sage bounces around within a domain a certain number of 
times (e.g., default 3), the message is discarded. 
0111. The time to populate the entire network with TUd 
messages varies depending on the scale of the network. To 
reduce control overhead, the TUd messages are preferably 
transmitted by each DL node with relatively long intervals 
(for example, default=10 Tf), wherein, e.g., every third TUd 
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message is complete while intervening updates only inform 
about changes in topology of nodes in the sending DL node's 
domain. 
O112 In FIG. 10; 

0113 Length: Byte count of entire message 
0114 SID: Sender ID 
0115 OID: Originator ID—the node that generated the 
original message. This field is not necessarily the same 
as the “Sender ID' which conveys the address of the 
node forwarding the message. 

0116 Seq: A unique identification number generated by 
the message originator for each message. The sequence 
number is increased by 1 for each message generated by 
the originator. 

0.117 n: the number of Bridge NodeIDs in the message 
0118 m: the number of hop. 1 neighbor IDs 

0119 Each BN (k=1, n) word contains 2 sub fields. 
0120 BN Bridge Node ID 
0121 LSL Link State Level from SID to BN as mea 
Sured, e.g., by the MAC layer of the sending node. 

0.122 Each H1N (k=l, m) word contains 2 sub fields. 
(0123 H1N hop. 1 node ID 
0.124 UTk Update Type New, delete, initialization, 
or refresh. 

0.125 DL Track: A record of the domains to which the 
message has propagated— 

0.126 Each new hop adds a new entry containing the 
SID of the domain lead node in the domain 

0127. Each hop adds to the DL counter (DLcnt) the 
sum of all DLcnt results in the total number of hops 
traversed 

I0128. CRC: Cyclic redundancy check 

Network Entry 

I0129 Network entry occurs when a node enters an exist 
ing network and becomes integrated into the routing tables of 
nearby nodes. The following conditions should be met: 
0.130 (1) The entering node has been added to the routing 
table of at least one other node that is a member of the entered 
domain. 
I0131 (2) The entering node becomes aware of neighbor 
ing domain nodes, i.e., the entering node lists at least one 
other domain node in its H1 table. 
I0132 (3) The entering node's neighbors include at least 
one domain lead (DL) node that becomes listed in either the 
H1 or the H2 table of the entering node. 
I0133. After achieving network entry, the entering node 
may send and receive messages, route and transfer data, and 
issue a Route Discovery message for unknown routes. 

Network Entry at Power Up (FIG. 12) 
I0134. When a node powers up and enters a network under 
AHDR, it may take an interval of up to 2 Tf for the node to 
receive a TU1 message from all its neighbor nodes, including 
the DL node of the domain which the node has entered. At the 
end of 2 Tf, all nodes within 1 hop range of the newly entered 
node will have broadcast their TU1 messages, leaving the H1 
and the H2 tables of the entering node currently updated. 
Network Entry as a Zombie Node (FIGS. 13(a) to 13(d)) 
0.135 When node N1 approaches an existing network as a 
Zombie node in FIG. 13(a), the node first detects peripheral 
nodes of the network and its H1 and H2 tables become popu 
lated as it receives TU1 messages from neighboring nodes. If 
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no domain lead node is within 1 hop range, node N1 becomes 
a free node as in FIG. 13(b) and competes for DL node status 
with the remaining 1 hop neighbors. 
I0136. After another period of 2 Tf, node N designates 
itself a DL node if there is no other DL node within a 1 hop 
distance. See FIG. 13(c). 
I0137 If node N approaches the network and detects 
domain lead node DL1 within a 2 hop range, node N simply 
enters of the network and assumes domain node status as in 
FIG. 13(d). 
0138 If, after designating itself a DL, node N enters a 
domain having a DL node, node N1's status may be contested. 
If the domain's DL node has a higher node coverage than node 
N. node N would then issue a DLR message renouncing its 
self-designated DL status. 

Link Sensing and Symmetrical Links 

0.139. When a node receives a message, it calculates a Link 
State Level (LSL) which represents the transmission condi 
tion between the sending node and the local (receiving) node. 
The LSL may be based on metrics at the receiving node such 
as received signal strength and current congestion at the 
receiving node. A received TU1 message may then contain 
information concerning link quality and neighbor node con 
gestion for the one way link from the sender to the receiver. 
Therefore, after a node transmits either a TUO or TU1 mes 
sage and the same node later receives a TU1 message con 
taining a LSL value associated with the SID of a hop 1 
neighbor node, the link is confirmed and a symmetric link is 
defined between the nodes. Preferably, an entry in a node's H1 
table remains only if the there is a symmetric link between the 
node and the corresponding 1 hop neighbor. Otherwise, node 
N2 may attempt to send future messages to node N1 even 
though node N1 would not receive them. The LSL of the 
neighbor may have a value of Zero until a symmetric link is 
confirmed. 

Domain Formation (FIGS. 14 and 15) 

0140. The AHDR protocol operates to form a number of 
logical domains in a network, some of which may overlap 
spatially. See FIG. 14. As mentioned, a free node that has the 
greatest one hop node coverage among its neighbors 
announces itself as a domain lead (DL) node. Initial network 
formation occurs once nodes that are within one hop range of 
the DL node acknowledge the latter as their domain lead 
node, Subject to the condition that none of the one hop neigh 
bors is already a DL node. See FIG. 15. 

Domain Lead Announcement (DLA) Message and Acknowl 
edgment 

0141 Nodes compete on a regular basis with their neigh 
bors for the designation of Domain Lead. Each node periodi 
cally broadcasts a TU1 message containing its one hop neigh 
bor information, and compares its own node coverage with 
that of neighboring nodes. A given node's coverage may be 
determined interms of, e.g., a weighted function derived from 
the number of hop. 1 nodes within range of the given node, and 
corresponding LSL values associated with each one hop 
neighbor. 
0142. Once a free node or an existing domain node deter 
mines it should have the status of domain lead, it transmits a 
domain lead announcement (DLA) message. After the 
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announcement is acknowledged, all free nodes within range 
of the DL node's message acquire the status of domain nodes. 
0.143 Domain nodes acknowledge the announced DL 
node by including the ID of the DL node in TU1 messages 
later broadcast by the domain nodes as shown in FIG. 9. A 
domain node may hear up to, e.g., three domain leads but 
selects only one as its primary DL node. If two or more 
potential DL nodes within range of one another have identical 
node coverage, the node with, e.g., the lower SID may be 
selected as the DL node. 
0144. Each domain node continuously evaluates its one 
hop node coverage against that of the current domain lead 
node. When a domain node's coverage Surpasses that of the 
current DL node by, for example, ten percent, the domain 
node broadcasts a DLA message to challenge the status of the 
current DL node. An example of the DLA message format 
and content is given below: 

DLA Message Format 
(0145 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

0146 Type: Message Type (DL annoucement) 
0147 Length: Byte count of entire message 
0.148 SID: ID of the node announcing itself as a 
Domain Lead 

0149 CRC: Cyclic redundancy check 

Domain Lead Renouncement (FIG. 16) 
0150. As mentioned, when a domain node determines that 
its node coverage exceeds that of a current DL node by a 
certain threshold, the node broadcasts a domain lead 
announcement (DLA) message. The current DL node then 
acknowledges the DLA message by expressly renouncing its 
DL status through a domain lead renouncement (DLR) mes 
sage. As seen in FIG.16, node N1 broadcasts a DLR message 
upon reception of a DLA message from node N2. The DLR 
message includes the ID of the new DL node. Whenever a 
domain node receives a DLR message, the following steps 
may be taken: 
0151 (1) The domain node removes the ID of the renounc 
ing node from a local DL table at the domain node, only after 
the domain node hears the DLR message from the replaced 
DL node acknowledging the DLA message sent by the newly 
designated DL node. 
0152 (2) When a preset time period for a DL node entry 
times out, the DL node is removed from the DL table. 

0153. If a domain node's DL entry times out, and the 
node's DL table becomes empty, the domain node 
reverts to the status of a free node 

0154) The free node then competes with other free 
nodes to become a DL node. If the free node is the only 
node without an associated DL node, it designates itself 
as a DL node after a certain time period, e.g., 2 Tf. 
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0155 (3) To avoid frequent changes in the identity of DL 
nodes, and possible contention between two or more neigh 
boring free nodes, a practical Node Coverage threshold is 
established 

0156 A value of, for example, ten percent may be used 
as a default. 

0157 (4) If a domain node is within range of more than 
one domain, it may hear two or more DLA messages without 
hearing a DLR message. See FIG. 17. 

0158 Each domain node then designates the DL node 
whose DLA message has the greatest LSL as its primary 
DL node, and those nodes that broadcast the remaining 
DLA messages as a secondary DL node. 

0159. The entries in the domain node's DL Table are 
ordered by LSL. 

(0160 (5) The ID of the primary DL node is the first listed 
DL node in the domain node's TU1 messages. 

0.161 Tracking multiple DL nodes within range pro 
vides for quick adaptability in a network characterized 
by frequent changes in node topology. When a domain 
node starts moving out of range of its primary DL node, 
a secondary DL node becomes a primary DL node once 
the secondary DL node's LSL surpasses that of a current 
primary DL node. 

0162 Preferably, each DL node also maintains a local 
table of all domain nodes that selected it as their primary DL 
node. 

DLR Message Format 
0163 As mentioned, a DLR message is broadcast by a DL 
node about to be replaced by a new DL node. The former DL 
node may then pass the current entries in its hop k>2 table to 
the new DL node. Every domain node preferably updates its 
own Hk-2 table accordingly. 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Length 

3 New Domain Lead 

4 CRC 

In the above: 
Type: Message type (DL renouncement) 
Length: Byte count of entire message 
SID: ID of the Domain Lead that is renouncing 

(0164 
(0165 
(0166 
(0167 

itself 
(0168 NDL: New Domain Lead ID which the source 

(old Domain Lead node) is acknowledging 
(0169. CRC: Cyclic redundancy check 

Bridge Node Selection (FIG. 18) 
0170 Bridge nodes are located at or near the periphery of 
a domain. They act to extend the reach of the domain nodes 
that select them by “bridging each of the domain nodes with 
nodes in adjacent domains. Bridge nodes are used for control 
message distribution in the domain architecture. That is, 
instead of flooding information throughout the entire net 
work, messages may be multicast from an originating or 
Source node to its selected bridge nodes, thus achieving maxi 
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mum coverage throughout the network with minimal over 
head. A bridge node may also be used for user data transport 
if it is determined as the best next hop. Each domain node, 
including the domain lead, may select its own set of bridge 
nodes according to the following criteria: 
0171 1. Each bridge node must be a current entry in the 
selecting domain node's H1 table. 
0172 2. The selected set of bridge nodes should provide 
the best links for routing messages between the domain node 
and nodes in the neighboring domains. 
0173 3. The set contains one BN for each neighboring 
domain. 

0.174 4. The BN for each neighbor domain should have the 
highest Neighboring Domain Coverage (NDC) of nodes con 
tained in the neighbor domain. 
0.175 Multicasting by a domain node through its selected 
set of bridge nodes allows queries to be forwarded outward 
and away from the domain node, and achieves greatest dis 
tance per hop. Routing messages through the bridge nodes 
also directs data packets toward a portion of the network in 
which the destination node is located, since the bridge nodes 
are selected as being the least number of nodes that will cover 
all links from the domain node to nodes in all other domains 
of the network. 

0176 Since each domain node selects its own set of bridge 
nodes, a BN selected by one domain node may also act as a 
BN for one or more other domain nodes. It is unlikely, how 
ever, that a number of domain nodes will each select the same 
set of bridge nodes and thus create a “bottleneck” for outgo 
ing messages. While each domain node maintains a table of 
its selected bridge nodes, the bridge nodes do not require 
specific knowledge of the domain nodes that selected them. 

Bridge Node Selection by a Domain Lead Node 

0177 ADL node selects its set of bridge nodes according 
to the following criteria: 
(1) The bridge nodes are the set of nodes having the highest 
NDC of one or more neighboring domain lead nodes. 

0.178 H1 data exchange must include the DL node of 
the H1 neighbors and the node's own NC for each neigh 
boring domain 

(2) If two nodes have equal NDC to a certain domain, the node 
with the lower SID is selected. 

Routing Strategy and Protocol 

(0179 Every node in the network that implements AHDR 
is preferably equipped to operate as a host or a router. The 
proactive routing component of the protocol provides each 
node with a detailed and updated view of the surrounding 
node topology. 
0180 AHDR determines an appropriate 1 hop neighbor 
with which a given domain node can link to reach a desired 
destination node. This neighbor node may be referred to as a 
“target node. Target node determination depends on the node 
topology Surrounding the sending node, and is preferably 
made on a per-packet basis. This minimizes the likelihood of 
using Stale paths and allows individual message data packets 
to follow an optimal next hop path to their destination at the 
time of transmission. The Hop 1 (H1), Hop 2 (H2), and Hop 
k2 (Hk) routing tables are updated at each node, and are 
sorted by LSL or LP to determine the optimal next hop link. 
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After initial network formation, message routing from a 
Source node to a destination node proceeds as follows: 

Single-Hop Routing 

0181 Single-hop routing occurs when the source and the 
destination nodes are within 1 hop from one another. This 
local transfer between the two nodes does not require an 
intermediate linking node since, by definition, every 1 hop 
neighbor of the source node is within hearing range of the 
latter and a direct link between the source and the destination 
nodes can beachieved. Thus, if the ID of the destination node 
is found in the source node's H1 table, then the destination 
node is set to be the target node. 

Multi-Hop Routing 
0182 Multi-hop routing is performed when a node origi 
nating a message and the desired destination node are beyond 
one hop from one another. Although each domain node main 
tains an updated H2 table identifying all neighbors within 2 
hops, there may be multiple routes to a given 2 hop neighbor. 
Accordingly, up to, e.g., three link nodes are maintained in the 
routing tables for each route beyond one hop. The link nodes 
may be ordered by Link Performance (LP), which is calcu 
lated from the cost per route. The LP cost of the route may be 
resolved from QoS statistics such as the link congestion, link 
quality, and hop count. Each Successive hop over the route is 
selected depending on the message type, priority and QoS 
measures. AHDR may also use information obtained from 
location based and/or situational awareness services to assist 
with route optimization. 
0183 If the destination node ID is not entered in the send 
ing or source node's H1 table, then the H2 table is scanned. If 
the destination nodeID is found, then the ID of the associated 
next hop (target) node is obtained. Note: 

0184. When a node selects the next hop, it does so based 
on the end-to-end quality of the path and not the link 
between itself and the next node. Multiple paths may 
exist between 2 nodes, and AHDR may choose to route 
data through a path where some individual links making 
up the path may not have the best quality, but together 
provide the best overall path for meeting QoS require 
ments for the data, 

0185. The target node may be determined by a Link 
Performance value, representing an optimal route based 
on QoS of packets. 

0186 Link Performance (LP) may be derived from a 
weighted Sum of a combination of statistics including 
the following: 
0187 Link State Level (LSL)—a function of Link 
Quality and Link Congestion 

0188 Operational state of the 1-hop neighbor node 
(i.e., free node, domain node, or DL node); stability of 
the link between the sending node and its 1 hop neigh 
bor 

0189 If the destination node ID is not within the source 
node's H2 table, then the Hk table is scanned. If the destina 
tion node ID is present, then an optimal target node is deter 
mined. 

0190. Link Performance is derived from a weighted 
Sum of a combination of Statistics, which may include 
the following: 
0191 Link State Level (LSL)—a function of Link 
Quality and Link Congestion 
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(0192 Per Hop Behavior (PHB) 
(0193 Number of Hops 

0194 Information from location based or situational 
awareness services may be used to help with route opti 
mization. 

(0195 If the destination node ID is not found in the Hk 
table of the source node, then the node issues a Route Dis 
covery (RDisc) message to the DL node of its domain and 
waits for a responsive Route Resolution (RRes) message. 
0196. As discussed later below, the spatial size or volume 
of network domains under AHDR can be adjusted to limit or 
expand the number of one-hop entries that a node obtains for 
its H1 table, in order to adapt to a wide variety of network 
scenarios. 

H2 Link Performance (LP) Routing 
0.197 Each node derives a list of its hop 2 neighbor nodes, 
based on entries in its H1 table and the H1 information 
received by the node in TU1 messages from its neighbors. 
Subsequent TU1 messages may provide information for a hop 
2 node already entered in the node's H2 table. That is, there 
may be more than one target node for reaching the same hop 
2 node. This allows for the determination of multiple routes 
between the same nodes, and for the selection of a route based 
on its overall transmission quality as well as its level of 
congestion. 

(0198 LSL is the LSL in the H1 table (from the source 
node to link node). k=1, 2 ... n (n-number of different 
links to the hop 2 node) 

0199 LSL is the LSL from the link node to the desti 
nation, k=1, 2 ... n. 

0200 LP is the total Link Performance of the route to 
the hop 2 node, taken from the lower of the LSL and 
LSL2 values. 
0201 LP=(LSL+LSL). MIN(LSL, LSL) k=1, 
2 . . . n. 

0202 The LP of multiple routes to a particular destina 
tion node are preferably ordered with the best LP first. 

Loop Free Propagation and Elimination of Redundancy 
0203 TUd messages may include a combination of a mes 
sage sequence number and an originator ID, for ensuring that 
a given message is not retransmitted more than once by any 
given node. The sequence number is a unique ID number 
generated by the originator of the message, and a sequence 
number counter may be incremented before each broadcast 
by the originator. A multicast message throughbridge nodes, 
such as a TUd message, embeds the bridge node IDs within 
the payload of a broadcast MAC frame. Every node within 1 
hop distance will receive the message, and only a first set of 
bridge nodes whose ID's are included in the message will 
forward the message to a possible Domain Lead, as well as to 
other nodes that were selected as bridge nodes by and for the 
first set of bridge nodes. 
0204 Since each node has its own set of bridge nodes, a 
TUd message may bounce back and forth within a domain 
several times before propagating outward. To prevent redun 
dant dissemination and loops along the message route, the DL 
node of each intermediate BN is tracked in the TUd message, 
and the number of times the message is allowed to propagate 
within a single domain is limited, thus reducing overhead. 
0205 The originating node ID is the ID of the DL node 
issuing the TUd message. Therefore, after the first TUd mes 
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sage is multicast to the DL node's BNs, the BNs will not send 
the TUd to any of their BNs that have the originating node's 
ID in their H1 table. 

Route Discovery and Resolution 

0206. As mentioned, when a source node wants to send a 
message to a known destination node, it first searches its 
routing tables for the desired node. If the destination node is 
beyond 2 hops and no route can be determined from the 
current table entries, then the source node relies on the reac 
tive component of AHDR in which the domain lead and the 
bridge nodes have a role. Specifically, the source node gen 
erates a Route Discovery (RDisc) message and sends it to the 
DL node. The source node then waits for a Route Resolution 
(RRes) reply message from the DL node. 
0207. When the DL node receives the RDisc message, it 
acts as follows: 

0208 If the DL node can locate the destination node 
within its own routing tables (H1, H2, or Hk), it gener 
ates a RRes message for the source node. The RRes 
message specifies, inter alia, a target node with which 
the Source node can link in order to reach the destination 
node. 

0209 If the DL node cannot locate the destination node 
in its own routing tables, it forwards the RDisc message 
to the DL node's selected bridge nodes. 

0210. When the bridge nodes receive the RDisc message 
from the DL node, they act as follows: 

0211. If a BN can locate the destination node within its 
own routing tables, it generates a RRes message and 
transmits it to the LastID (i.e., the DL node that for 
warded the RDisc message). The bridge node also for 
wards the RDisc message to the destination node. 

0212. If the BN cannot locate the destination node 
within its routing tables, it forwards the RDisc message 
to all domain lead nodes within2 hops, unless such a DL 
node was the LastID of the received message, or is 
already listed in the RDisc message. 

0213. An intermediate DL node that receives a forwarded 
RDisc message, acts as follows: 

0214. If the intermediate DL node can locate the desti 
nation node within its routing tables, it generates a RRes 
message and sends it to the LastID (i.e., the previous hop 
node). The RDisc message is also forwarded to the des 
tination node. 

0215. If the DL node cannot locate the destination node 
within its routing tables, it forwards the RDisc message 
to all of its selected bridge nodes, except for a BN that 
was the LastID of the RDisc message. 

0216 ARDisc Message format is shown in FIG. 19. In the 
figure: 

0217 Originator ID: Address of the node that originated 
the message. This field is not necessarily the same as the 
“Sender ID” which conveys the address of the node 
forwarding the message. 

0218 Sequence number: A unique identification num 
ber generated by the originator of each message. The 
sequence number is increased by 1 for each message 
generated by the originator node. 

0219. DestID: The destination address to which the 
message is to be routed 

0220 DL track: Record of domains to which the mes 
Sage has propagated. 
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0221) Each new hop adds a new entry containing the 
ID of the domain lead in the domain 

0222 Each hop adds to the DL counter (DLcnt)—the 
sum of all DLcnt results in the total number of hops 
traversed 

0223 LastID: The ID of the previous hop intermediate 
node. 

0224 CRC Cyclic redundancy check 
0225 FIG. 20 illustrates a route discovery scenario. In 
FIG. 20: 

0226 (1) Source node S cannot locate desired destina 
tion node D in its routing tables, so node S sends a RDisc 
message to its local domain lead node (DL1), requesting 
a linking target node for a route to node D. 

0227 (2) Node DL1 searches for node D in its routing 
tables; 

0228 If node D is not found, node DL1 forwards the 
RDisc message request to all of node D's bridge nodes. 

0229 (3) The bridge nodes look for node D in their 
routing tables, 

0230. If node D is not found, the bridge nodes insert the 
IDs of their 1 hop DL nodes into the RDisc message for 
redundancy elimination, and forward the message to DL 
nodes within 1 or 2 hops. 

0231 (4) Repeat (2) & (3) until node D is found. 
0232 (5) When node D is found in a routing table of a 
node that receives the RDisc message, that node trans 
mits a RRes message back to source node S, and for 
wards the RDisc message to destination node D. 

0233. In the scenario of FIG. 20, when the RDisc request 
reaches node BN4, node D is found in the H2 table of node 
BN4. 

Route Resolution 

0234 A Route Resolution (RRes) message is generated 
once a route to the desired destination node is resolved. The 
RRes message responds to the RDisc message by including 
the ID of the desired destination node, and the ID of a local 
target node with which the source node can link in order to 
reach the destination node. The RRes message is unicast 
hop-by-hop back to the node that originated the correspond 
ing RDisc message. As the RRes message propagates, each 
intermediate node (including bridge nodes and domain lead 
nodes) update their routing tables accordingly. 
0235. When the RRes message reaches the source node's 
domain, the corresponding DL node broadcasts the message 
to every domain node including the node that originated the 
RDisc message. All domain nodes update their routing tables 
by adding the destination node and the local target node into 
their Hk Tables. The target node must exist in the source 
node's H1 or H2 table. 
0236. By providing all domain nodes with the ID of a 
target node for reaching a particular destination node so that 
the domain nodes can update their Hk tables accordingly, 
future loading of the DL node is minimized. That is, the 
domain nodes no longer need to originate RDisc messages in 
order to acquire a link to the particular node. If more than one 
reply is received by a node that originates a RDisc message, 
all replies are stored in the Hopk table of that node. 
0237. A Route Resolution message format is shown in 
FIG. 21. In the figure: 

0238. The OID and Seq fields are the same as in the 
Route Discovery message 
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0239. DestID: The address of the node that originated 
the RDisc message 

0240 LastID: The previous hop intermediate node ID 
0241 HopCnt: The total number of hop counts toward 
the destination. This is incremented by 1 when the mes 
Sage goes through each intermediate node 

0242 CRC Cyclic redundancy check 
0243 FIG. 22 illustrates a route resolution scenario. In 
FIG. 22: 
0244 (1) A bridge node (BN) discovers destination node 
(D) in its H2 Table 

0245 BN addresses a RRes message to a source node 
(S) and transmits the message to the previous hop node 
(LastID=BN). 

0246 (2) The RRes message is forwarded hop-by-hop to 
previous Bridge Nodes and to all Domain Lead nodes within 
one hop. 
0247 (3) Repeat (2) until node S is reached. 

Dynamic Topology Routing 

0248. Each node in the network is responsible for distrib 
uting its local node topology information, and each node 
gains the most knowledge concerning any fast changing 
topology in its immediate vicinity. The AHDR protocol 
routes on a per hop basis, giving each node the ability to make 
a next hop decision depending on the link performance of the 
route. Multiple routes to a particular destination node (if 
available) may be stored in a node's routing tables, so a next 
hop routing decision can be determined at each hop. As a 
result, if a link state becomes congested, an intermediate node 
can reroute a packet stream through an alternative next hop 
neighbor without incurring control overhead to inform the 
Source node of the route change. 
0249. This concept is captured in FIG. 23, where an origi 
nal path between node S and node D was routed via nodes 
LN1 and LN3. As link quality between node LN1 and node 
LN3 diminishes due to rapid congestion, fading, interference, 
or topology change, link node LN1 becomes aware of the 
condition and redirects data packets to node LN2 in real time. 
Source node S continues to send its message data packets to 
node LN1, and is not concerned with routing decisions made 
beyond the next hop. Therefore, the message stream to node 
D remains uninterrupted. Thus, AHDR enables QoS routing 
decisions to be made in real time so as to maintain reliable 
communication in networks with fast changing node topol 
Ogy. 

Adaptive Power 

0250 Adaptive power control enables the physical size of 
a domain to be limited by adjusting the transmission power of 
each of the domain nodes. Such control may therefore alle 
viate congestion by reducing each node's range of transmis 
sion and shrinking domain size. In FIGS. 24(a) to (c): 

0251 Domain lead node DL1 issues a power control 
(PC) message to reduce or strengthen the transmitting 
power of nodes in its domain. 
0252 Power reduction issued is dependent on the 
link congestion Indicator. 

0253 Some domain nodes will become free nodes 
due to downsizing of the current domain, but quickly 
form other domains with new domain lead nodes DL 
2, DL 3 when using the reduced transmitting power. 
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0254 Power control enables additional modes for the 
network, such as a receive only (RO) mode, and a low 
probability interception/low probability detection (LPI/ 
LPD) mode. 

0255. At initialization, Zombie nodes transmit TU0 
messages at the controlled power. 

0256 A typical power control (PC) message format is 
shown below: 

0257 Type: message type 
0258 Length: byte count of entire message 
0259 SID: Source node ID 
0260 NPL: New transmit power level 
0261 CRC: Cyclic redundancy check 

Receive Only Networking Mode 
0262 Under AHDR, a receive only (RO) node may no 
longer transmit messages, including network control and 
management messages necessary for connectivity and mobil 
ity. ARO node is limited to receive functions only. Each node 
broadcasts a going silent (GS) message before entering the 
RO mode including the effective time, informing all nodes in 
hearing distance that the RO node may still receive, but can no 
longer transmit periodic updates or acknowledgments. The 
GS message also preferably contains update information 
from the node's routing tables, including all domain lead 
nodes within range. 
0263. A typical GS message format is shown below: 

Type Len SID m DL. DLCRC 

0264. Type: Message type 
0265 Length: Byte count of entire message 
0266 SID: Source ID 
0267 m: Number of hop 1 Domain Leads 
0268 DL: Domain Lead ID 
0269. CRC: Cyclic redundancy check 

0270. As mentioned, RO nodes receive all messages 
addressed to them, but do not transmit TU1, RRes, or any 
other updating messages. Otherwise, a RO node acts like a 
domain node, but it cannot function as a bridge node. When a 
RO node leaves the RO mode of operation, it re-enters the 
network as a Zombie node, similar to the condition of a node 
at power on initialization. Once a RO node rejoins the net 
work, it may broadcast TU0 and TU1 messages as before, and 
all 1 hop neighbor nodes having H2 entries for the RO node 
will change the status of the entries to H1. 

IP Interoperablility 

0271 A MAC address coded in, e.g., 14 bits may be ini 
tially assigned to identify each mobile node on the network. 
An IP address may then be derived from the MAC address, 
and bound to the wireless interface as the host IP for all upper 
layer network protocols connecting with the network. A 
mobile node may be a multi-homed node belonging to both an 
ad hoc network, and to another intranet. Thus, the node may 
have another IP address for its Ethernet interface. 
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0272. A tentative network address of 10.10.xx.XX is sug 
gested for use, allowing a capacity of about 64,000 (64 K) 
nodes. An IP address may be derived, for example, by simply 
combining the network address with the MAC address. 

Performance and Statistics 

Intra-Domain Formation Time 

0273 Before the announcement of a DL node, each “free' 
node sends a TU1 message at a period of T. After the first T, 
interval, a free node establishes its own hop 1 (H1) table. The 
free node then incorporates this hop 1 information in its next 
TU 1 message during a second T, time interval. At the end of 
the second Tinterval, each free node updates its hop 1 table 
and begins to build a hop 2 table. The free nodes are now able 
to compute their hop 1 coverage, and a DL node is announced 
within a third Tinterval. During a fourth Tinterval, each free 
node attains the status of a domain node and includes the ID 
of its DL node in its TU1 messages. Accordingly, a domain is 
formed after an interval of 4T, 
Inter-Domain Formation Time 

0274 Inter-domain formation occurs after formation of 
the individual domains (i.e., after 4 Tf). Inter-Domain infor 
mation eventually propagates throughout the entire network. 
Such information is exchanged among the domain lead nodes 
in the form of the topology update (TUd) messages that are 
transmitted every 2 Tf. The propagation time depends on the 
topology of the domains in the network, for example, a tree 
structure, a star structure or a daisy-chained structure. Con 
sider a worst case scenario, where the domains are daisy 
chained. If MaxNumDomain is the maximum number of 
domains, then it takes MaxNumDomain hops to deliver the 
first domain info to the last domain. 

0275 Propagation time=(Transmission delay+For 
warding delay)*(MaxNumDomain-1) 
0276 NumDomain: The number of domains (Total 
nodes/Domain size) 

0277 Transmission delay is the RF waveform trans 
mitting time in the air. 

0278 Forwarding delay is the process time spent in 
each intermediate node (assume 40 ms including 
Some congestion) 

(0279. There area total of 4096 possible nodes; and there 
could be 50, 100, 200 or 300 nodes in each domain. 

Control Overhead 

0280 Control overhead (CO) includes the following ele 
ments: 

0281 TU1: The overhead for each Topology Update 1 
message, which is sent by every domain node every 2 Tf. 

0282 TUd: The overhead for each Topology Update 
among the Domains. Assume three forwardings within a 
domain are required. 

(0283 RDisc: The overhead of the Route Discovery 
message for identifying a route to a known destination. 

0284 RRes: The overhead of reply messages to the 
Route Discovery message. 

(0285 RDR: The total sum of Route Discovery mes 
sages (RDisc) and Reply messages of RDisc (RRes) 
0286 /2 RDRs are from RDisc, /2 RDRs are from 
RRes 

0287. Thus, CO=TU1+TUd+RDR 
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Performance Analysis (FIG. 25) 

(0288 FIG. 25 is a plot of control overhead in a 1000 node 
network, as a function of nodes per domain. The dashed lines 
on the plot represent a daisy chain domain configuration, and 
the solid lines represent a uniformly distributed network 
topology, where domains are also in a uniformly distributed 
configuration. 
0289 While a network with fewer domains and a larger 
number of nodes per domain will have a shorter formation 
time, the network control overhead grows as the number of 
nodes in each domain increases. AHDRadapts to balance the 
tradeoffs and manage the optimal domain size. 
0290. As described herein, AHDR implements a strategic 
combination of proactive and reactive routing schemes. For 
network entry and neighbor discovery, nodes exchange one 
hop neighbor information as compiled in their routing tables 
in the form topology update (TUO and TU1) messages. The 
proactive exchange of these messages enables each domain 
node to have current knowledge of one and two hop routes to 
other nodes. Routes between a given source node and a given 
destination node may be optimized based on overall Link 
State Levels between the two nodes. The levels may be deter 
mined according to parameters such as, for example, conges 
tion, PER/BER, SNR, and the like. 
0291 Routing beyond two hops is facilitated by the pro 
active exchange of the TUd messages among domain lead 
nodes throughout the network. This exchange provides each 
of the domain lead nodes with knowledge of multiple routes 
leading to nodes in other domains. 
0292 Message routing is a determined on a per hop basis. 
Each node can make a next hop decision depending on the 
performance of the potential link. The decision may be based 
a QoS request for the message data packets to be forwarded, 
stability of the route, class of service of the source node, 
and/or a composite link state level along the entire route. Such 
routing logic provides an enhanced level of reliability for 
networks operating with fast changing node topologies. Thus, 
an intermediate node can reroute an ongoing packet stream 
through a different next hop neighbor if a current link 
becomes congested or weak due to mobility patterns or high 
traffic load, without informing the source node of the route 
change. Accordingly, AHDR does not rely on network con 
Vergence to provide reliable routing. 
0293 While the foregoing represents preferred embodi 
ments of the invention, it will be understood by those skilled 
in the art that various modifications and changes may be made 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention, 
and that the invention includes all Such modifications and 
changes as come within the scope of the following appended 
claims. 

1.-27. (canceled) 
28. A method of exchanging information among nodes in a 

mobile ad hoc network (MANET), comprising: 
forming a number of logical domains in the network by 

periodically exchanging first topology update (TU1) 
messages within one or more groups of neighboring 
nodes, each TU1 message identifying (i) a node sending 
the TU1 message, and (ii) certain other nodes within a 
range of one hop from the node sending the TU1 mes 
Sage as a measure of node coverage of the sending node: 

determining, within each group of neighboring nodes, a 
node having an optimum node coverage among the 
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nodes of each group, and designating the determined 
node as a domain lead (DL) node of the group; 

defining a domain as containing all nodes within a one hop 
range of the DL node: 

associating with each node of a given domain including the 
DL node, a set of one or more bridge nodes (BN) for 
linking each node with other nodes in neighboring 
domains by 

defining, at each node of the given domain, a first routing 
table for identifying other nodes that are in a range of one 
hop (H1 nodes), 

periodically updating the H1 nodes identified in the first 
routing table according to the TU1 messages received at 
each node, and 

Selecting, at each node, members of the set of bridge nodes 
from among H1 nodes currently identified in the first 
routing table at each node, so that each member of the set 
of bridge nodes has an optimal node coverage of a dif 
ferent neighboring domain, thereby enabling each node 
of the given domain to link with other nodes in the 
neighboring domains through its associated set of bridge 
nodes the selection of which adapts to changes in net 
work topology; and 

periodically originating domain topology update (TUd) 
messages from each of a number of DL nodes in the 
network, and forwarding the TUd messages through the 
set of bridge nodes associated with each DL node origi 
nating a TUd message, including identifying in each 
TUd message those nodes contained in the domain of the 
originating DL node, thereby disseminating network 
node topology information via an architecture defined 
by the DL nodes and the sets of bridge nodes associated 
with each of the DL nodes in the network. 

29. The method of claim 28, including discovering the 
presence of neighboring network nodes by an outside node 
desiring to enter the network, by transmitting topology update 
Zero (TUO) messages from the outside node for identifying 
the outside node. 

30. The method of claim 29, including exchanging the TUO 
messages among a number of nodes desiring to enter the 
network, and identifying those nodes from which a TU0 
message was received in the first routing table at each of the 
entering nodes. 

31. (canceled) 
32. A method of exchanging information among nodes in a 

mobile ad hoc network (MANET), comprising: 
forming a number of logical domains in the network by 

periodically exchanging first topology update (TU1) 
messages within one or more groups of neighboring 
nodes, each TU1 message identifying (i) a node sending 
the TU1 message, and (ii) certain other nodes within a 
range of one hop from the node sending the TU1 mes 
Sage as a measure of node coverage of the sending node: 

determining, within each group of neighboring nodes, a 
node having an optimum node coverage among the 
nodes of each group, and designating the determined 
node as a domain lead (DL) node of the group; 

defining a domain as containing all nodes within a one hop 
range of the DL node: 

associating with each node of a given domain including the 
DL node, a set of one or more bridge nodes (BN) for 
linking each node with other nodes in neighboring 
domains by selecting as members of the set of bridge 
nodes certain nodes of the given domain each of which 
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has an optimal node coverage of a different neighboring 
domain, thereby enabling each node of the given domain 
to link with other nodes in the neighboring domains 
through its associated set of bridge nodes; 

periodically originating domain topology update (TUd) 
messages from each of a number of DL nodes in the 
network, and forwarding the TUd messages through the 
set of bridge nodes associated with each DL node origi 
nating a TUd message, including identifying in each 
TUd message those nodes contained in the domain of the 
originating DL node, thereby disseminating network 
node topology information via an architecture defined 
by the DL nodes and the sets of bridge nodes in the 
network; 

defining, at a given node of a defined domain, a first routing 
table for identifying nodes that are in a range of one hop 
(H1 nodes) from the given node; and 

defining, at said given node, a second routing table for 
identifying nodes that are in a range of two hops (H2 
nodes) from the given node, together with one or more 
H1 nodes with which the given node can link to acquire 
a route to each of the H2 nodes. 

33. (canceled) 
34. The method of claim 32, including receiving the TUd 

messages at a given domain lead (DL) node, and defining at 
the given DL node a third routing table for identifying nodes 
that are beyond a range of two hops (Hk nodes) from the DL 
node. 

35. The method of claim 34, including entering for each 
node identified in the third routing table at the given DL node, 
(i) a destination node ID, (ii) a node in one hop range with 
which the DL node can link to acquire apath to the destination 
node, and (iii) a link performance (LP) metric for each of one 
or more routing paths to the destination node. 

36. The method of claim 28, wherein the TUd message 
forwarding step includes forwarding a given TUd message 
from the set of bridge nodes associated with the DL node 
originating the TUd message, to other DL nodes within a one 
hop or a two hop range of each bridge node. 

37. The method of claim 36, including identifying in each 
TUd message an identification (ID) of the DL node originat 
ing the message, and the IDs of the set of bridge nodes 
selected by the originating DL node. 

38. (canceled) 
39. (canceled) 
40. A method of exchanging information among nodes in a 

mobile ad hoc network (MANET), comprising: 
forming a number of logical domains in the network by 

periodically exchanging first topology update (TU1) 
messages within one or more groups of neighboring 
nodes each TU1 message identifying (i) a node sending 
the TU1 message, and (ii) certain other nodes within a 
range of one hop from the node sending the TU1 mes 
Sage as a measure of node coverage of the sending node: 

determining, within each group of neighboring nodes a 
node having an optimum node coverage among the 
nodes of each group, and designating the determined 
node as a domain lead (DL) node of the group; 

defining a domain as containing all nodes within a one hop 
range of the DL node: 

associating with each node of a given domain including the 
DL node, a set of one or more bridge nodes (BN) for 
linking each node with other nodes in neighboring 
domains by selecting as members of the set of bridge 
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nodes certain nodes of the given domain each of which 
has an optimal node coverage of a different neighboring 
domain, thereby enabling each node of the given domain 
to link with other nodes in the neighboring domains 
through its associated set of bridge nodes, and 

periodically originating domain topology update (TUd) 
messages from each of a number of DL nodes in the 
network, and forwarding the TUd messages through the 
set of bridge nodes associated with each DL node origi 
nating a TUd message, including identifying in each 
TUd message those nodes contained in the domain of the 
originating DL node, thereby disseminating network 
node topology information via an architecture defined 
by the DL nodes and the sets of bridge nodes in the 
network. 

wherein the TUd message forwarding step includes for 
warding a given TUd message from a first bridge node 
associated with the DL node originating the TUd mes 
Sage to a second bridge node associated with the first 
bridge node, after appending to the TUd message an 
identification of one or more DL nodes in one hop range 
of the first bridge node, thereby defining covered 
domains and preventing redundant paths and loops in the 
message forwarding path; 

forwarding the TUd message from the second bridge node 
to a DL node within a one hop or a two hop range of the 
second bridge node, other than DL nodes in the covered 
domains; and 

continuing to forward the TUd message via Successively 
associated bridge nodes until either a certain maximum 
propagation count is reached, or all DL nodes in the 
network are identified as covered in the message. 

41. A method according to claim 28, wherein the domain 
lead node designating step is repeated at determined intervals 
for adapting to changes in network topology, including, at a 
given node of a defined domain; 

designating the given node as a new DL node of the domain 
if the coverage of the given node surpasses the coverage 
of a currently designated DL node by a defined thresh 
old; 

broadcasting a domain lead announcement (DLA) mes 
Sage from the given node for announcing the given node 
as a new DL node; and 

broadcasting a domain lead renouncement (DLR) message 
from the currently designated DL node to renounce its 
designation as a DL node, and including in the DLR 
message an acknowledgment of the new DL node. 

42. (canceled) 
43. A method according to claim 32, including: 
obtaining, at a given Source node in the network, routing 

path information for a destination node not entered in a 
routing table at the Source node; and 

if more than one routing path is available for traffic 
between the source node and the destination node, 
acquiring a link performance metric for each path to the 
destination node, including: 

counting a number of hops along the path; 
determining a number of links along the path having a 

certain quality level; and 
determining a number of links along the path having a 

certain congestion level. 
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44. The method of claim 32, including discovering a route 
for a message from a given source node in a first domain of the 
network and destined to a certain destination node in a second 
domain of the network, by: 

transmitting a route discovery (RDisc) message from the 
source node to a DL node of the first domain, the RDisc 
message identifying the destination node; and 

receiving, at the Source node, a responsive route resolution 
(RRes) message from the DL node of the first domain, 
the RRes message identifying a link node in the first 
domain with which the source node can link to route the 
message to the destination node in the second domain. 

45. The method of claim 44, wherein the discovering step 
includes determining, at the DL node of the first domain, if the 
destination node is entered in a routing table at the DL node of 
the first domain. 

46. The method of claim 45, including, if the result of the 
determining step is affirmative, transmitting a responsive 
route resolution (RRes) message from the DL node of the first 
domain to the source node, the RRes message identifying a 
link node in the first domain through which the source node 
can reach the destination node. 

47. The method of claim 45, including, if the result of the 
determining step is negative, forwarding the RDisc message 
from the DL node of the first domain to the set of bridge nodes 
associated with the DL node. 

48. The method of claim 47, including determining if the 
destination node is entered in a routing table of one of the 
bridge nodes associated with the DL node of the first domain, 
and, if the result is affirmative, sending the RRes message 
from the one bridge node to the DL node for forwarding to the 
Source node. 

49. The method of claim 47, including, if the destination 
node is not entered in a routing table of one of the bridge 
nodes associated with the DL node of the first domain, for 
warding the RDisc message from each of the associated 
bridge nodes to DL nodes within a range of two hops from the 
bridge nodes other than the DL node or nodes that forwarded 
the RDisc message. 

50. The method of claim 49, including continuing to for 
ward the RDisc message successively to DL nodes, and to sets 
of bridge nodes associated with the DL nodes to which the 
RDisc message is forwarded, until a defined maximum propa 
gation count is reached or until all DL nodes in the network 
receive the message. 

51. The method of claim 50, including determining redun 
dant paths and eliminating loops in propagation of the RDisc 
message through the network, by appending to each RDisc 
message the identifications of one or more DL nodes in one 
hop range of each node that forwards the message, thereby 
defining covered domains and avoiding loops in the propaga 
tion path of the RDisc message. 

52. A method of exchanging information among nodes in a 
mobile ad hoc network (MANET) comprising: 

forming a number of logical domains in the network by 
periodically exchanging first topology update (TU1) 
messages within one or more groups of neighboring 
nodes each TU1 message identifying (i) a node sending 
the TU1 message, and (ii) certain other nodes within a 
range of one hop from the node sending the TU1 mes 
Sage as a measure of node coverage of the sending node: 

determining, within each group of neighboring nodes, a 
node having an optimum node coverage among the 
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nodes of each group, and designating the determined 
node as a domain lead (DL) node of the group; 

defining a domain as containing all nodes within a one hop 
range of the DL node: 

associating with each node of a given domain including the 
DL node, a set of one or more bridge nodes (BN) for 
linking each node with other nodes in neighboring 
domains by selecting as members of the set of bridge 
nodes certain nodes of the given domain each of which 
has an optimal node coverage of a different neighboring 
domain, thereby enabling each node of the given domain 
to link with other nodes in the neighboring domains 
through its associated set of bridge nodes; 

periodically originating domain topology update (TUd) 
messages from each of a number of DL nodes in the 
network, and forwarding the TUd messages through the 
set of bridge nodes associated with each DL node origi 
nating a TUd message, including identifying in each 
TUd message those nodes contained in the domain of the 
originating DL node, thereby disseminating network 
node topology information via an architecture defined 
by the DL nodes and the sets of bridge nodes in the 
network; 

determining, at a given node of the network, a link state 
level (LSL) representing a transmission condition of 
each link from the given node to certain nodes in one hop 
range of the given node: 

deriving, at the given node, a link performance (LP) metric 
for each of one or more routing paths from the given 
node to a desired destination node in two or more hop 
range of the given node, including identifying a target 
node in one hop range for each path, and deriving the LP 
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metric for each path according to the LSL for each link 
along the path from the given node to the destination 
node: 

selecting, at the given node, a certain path according to the 
derived LP for the path; and 

originating a message to the destination node from the 
given node by sending the message from the given node 
to the target node identified for the selected path. 

53. The method of claim 52, including deriving the LP 
metric for each routing path according to a number of hops 
over the path from the given node to the desired destination 
node. 

54. The method of claim 52, including deriving the LP 
metric for each routing path according to a number of a 
number of links along the path having a certain quality level. 

55. The method of claim 52, including deriving the LP 
metric for each routing path according to a number of links 
along the path having a certain congestion level. 

56. The method of claim 52, including maintaining a first 
routing table at the given node, and entering in the first routing 
table identifications of the nodes in one hop range (H1 nodes) 
of the given node together with a link state level for the link to 
each H1 node. 

57. The method of claim 56, including maintaining a sec 
ond routing table at the given node, and entering in the second 
routing table (i) the nodes in two hop range (H2 nodes) of the 
given node, together with one or more H1 nodes with which 
the given node can link to acquire a path to each H2 node, and 
(ii) a link state level for each link of a selected path from the 
given node to a given H2 node. 

c c c c c 


